
Linda Weber's Magnificent Obsession

By Mark Kandborg

Next time you stop in to Studio J, take a moment to check out their unique collection of greeting 

cards, bookmarks and gift tags, all lovingly created by local Olds artist Linda Weber. Turn any of her 

intricate, one-of-a-kind creations in your hand and you can almost feel the care and creativity that 

went into making them.  “Everything I see inspires me to somehow turn that into a card or something

else,” she says. “A pattern on a dress, art in a store, the way certain shadows touch the ground. I 

generally work on them during the wee hours of the evening, but they're in my mind 24/7.” 

Linda developed her eye as a photographer, but soon found that working in this more tactile medium 

allowed her to really stretch out, experimenting with a myriad of techniques, many of which she's 

developed herself. “I get some of my ideas from the internet, but I may use different tools. Sometimes

I'll go off on a tangent and end up with something completely different.” Many of her most interesting 

creations began life as much larger pieces which she then dismantled into smaller elements and 

reassembled into something wholly new. “I might create a pale background with watercolours, or 

maybe something bold and bright with acrylic, and find interesting bits in that. I've got ways of giving 

paper an embossed effect. My process is constantly evolving.” 

Like many great artists, Linda admits to having a bit of a problem – a problem we as the recipients of 

her art can be thankful for: “Stocking my hobby room is a type of a compulsion,” she says, laughing. “I 

see a tool and I have to have it. It inspires me. I've got wall-to-wall paper, embellishments, stamps. Just 

looking at them excites me.”

Luckily for us at Studio J, Linda doesn't plan on closing her hobby room anytime soon. “Maybe old age

will make me quit,” she says, “but you hear of people who keep creating until they're 105. I'm hoping 

that will be me.” We're hoping so, too, as Linda's amazing works have become a big part of our client's

special occasions, perfect little keepsakes for everything from anniversaries to birthdays to finding a 

new and beautiful way to simply say 'thank you' to a friend. And with the holidays just around the 

corner, there's no better time to drop in to find the perfect card for just the right someone. And 

nothing would make Linda happier than to know that one of her magnificent obsessions has found a 

new home… and made someone smile. 


